2018 WEST COAST DOWSING CONFERENCE

WORKSHOPS Tuesday, July 3rd, 9:00 to 4:30
Enhance your Conference experience with one of our four special Workshops! Enjoy an in-depth learning
experience with stimulating teachers offering inspiration and enlightenment. See Registration form for fees.

All are FULL-DAY workshops 9:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
GRAHAME GARDNER – Dowsing Magic – Symbols, Shapes and Sigils: Programming the Quantum Wave
This practical workshop explores the power and etheric form resonance generated by geometric symbols
and shapes, using dowsing to compare the effect of various sacred geometric forms on the human energy
field. Such forms are often used to fix energetic problems, for example Reiki or Bio-geometry symbols,
but it can be more effective to create a personal sigil designed expressly for the task at hand. A sigil is a
graphical distillation of purpose that can be programmed as an ongoing emitting matrix requiring no further
consideration. We’ll look at how to create them, how to apply them, some things that they can be used for,
and how to activate them using dowsing techniques as you create your very own talisman to take home.

BRAD HANSEN SMITH – Folding Circles: Wholemovement

We will explore unity and the dynamic nature of the circle, observing information that is generated through
proportional folding. The first fold reveals principles that continue a process to organize and arrange
structural patterns used to form, reform, and transform the circle that is never less than a whole circle.
Folding and observing what we do, how we do it, and the information generated reveals fundamentals
of 2-D & 3-D geometry, math-abstracted generalizations, and the quantum nature of circle unity. If all
of this were not inherent in the circle we could not have constructed what we have by drawing pictures
of circles. We will observe what we do not see and talk about what we do not know; this puts us on
common ground to learn anew. We will see the physical world with insight from the mind stimulating the
creative spirit, revealing the unseen that is already there. Sacred geometry is all geometry, being the same
whether in school, in church, in the computer, or in a paper plate, found throughout the Nature world. This
workshop is a full day of folding that will open up new ways of experiencing to understand and transcend
the obvious. Folding a paper circle demonstrates ethical sustainability with moral implications that lead
the mind towards spiritual understanding.

CYNTHIA SUE LARSON – Lucid Living Reality Selection

You may think of yourself as a singular “I,” but each of us more likely consists of a multitude of possible
selves. Nature operates in accordance with such quantum principles, with millions of possible overlapping
outcomes considered and decided upon at each decision point — as if contemplating all possibilities and
instantly selecting the best one. By exploring how plants, animals, and our bodies make optimal choices,
we glean insights into how choosing what we see shifts reality. Take part in this participatory workshop to
learn how to: • Tune in possible realities • Create a reality-shifting journal to energize and direct results
• Dowse and align levels of self to minimize internal conflicts • Dowse and strengthen your internal Qi

ROXANNE LOUISE – Therapeutic Dowsing & Telepathic Healing: Dowsing for
										
Mental & Emotional Issues

Dowsing is phenomenally fast at locating and then resolving the root and related causes of mental and
emotional issues. In this workshop, we will work with a large number of charts and checklists to identify
and release stuck energies, extract the positive learning from experiences, and enhance positive energy.
This frees up energy that can be applied elsewhere – physical healing, personal goal achievement, and living
your life with greater enthusiasm, joy and vitality. We will investigate: each year of your life including the
future, key relationships, typical life events, beliefs, judgments, prejudices, addictive thinking, fears and
other emotions, repeating negative patterns and habits. While covering all this may seem a formidable
task, Roxanne will show you a shortcut to cut to the chase of the matter. Not only will you learn how to do
all of the above for yourself, but to do so telepathically with others who have requested your assistance.

